cademic librarians try in good faith to direct undergraduates to legitimate, accurate resources. When scandals surface that call into question the trustworthiness of those resources, it is particularly troubling. Not only are these "reliable" resources in fact unreliable, but librarians' recommendations to use them are consequently compromised.
A recent spate of scandals involving plagiarism and fabrication has rocked the New York Times and other periodicals. Although it is true that the newspaper and magazine publishers involved have made efforts to correct the record by publishing corrections, retractions, and apologies, researchers using tangible library resources (print and microform) may miss these emendations. Articles in bound periodicals and microform are separated from corrections that appear a week or a month or a year later by pages, volumes, and reels.
Unlike print and microform, the virtual record can be updated easily through the use of linking. Consider the case of Slate writer Jay Forman's 2001 article "MonkeyFishing," which contained several dubious claims. 1 Not only does Slate have a correction notice appended to Forman's article, but the whole saga of how Forman's deceptions came to light, including editor Michael Kinsley's initial defense of Forman, his later apology, and links to outside sources that broke the story about the deception, is readily available and linked from Forman's article. As an exclusively online publication, Slate did not need to clean up a paper trail. However, it is important to note that it was relatively easy to append a correction to Forman's article and link it to Kinsley's precisely because Slate is online.
At a time when many academic libraries have access to more publications through online sources than they could comfortably house in their buildings, librarians need to know that they can rely on publishers and database providers to deliver accurate, timely, and, if need be, corrected information. This article explores the current practices of several major database providers, including EBSCO, LexisNexis, ProQuest, and Thomson/Gale, regarding corrections, retractions, and errata and argues that they should be more proactive in their treatment of known plagiarism and fabrication by alerting users to these problems.
Background
How libraries and database providers should treat plagiarized or forged publications has been a subject of debate for years. On more than one occasion, libraries have been encouraged to remove retracted printed materials from their shelves; some acquiesce, others resist.
2 As more libraries acquire greater amounts of their collections from electronic sources, the option of compliance no longer rests in their hands but, rather, in the hands of database providers. Alarmingly, the literature reveals a great disparity not only in how database providers handle retractions, but also in opinions as to
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whose responsibility it is to make readers aware of problematic materials.
Medical publications and databases, most notably the National Library of Medicine's (NLM) MEDLINE, have led the way in terms of clearly stated policy, procedure, and action regarding retractions. NLM's retraction policy for MEDLINE (2002) explains that the database will index retractions for previously indexed articles, link the original article citation and its subsequent retraction, and add a "Retracted Publication" label to the retracted article's "Publication Type" field. However, MEDLINE's careful policy and diligent linking have not been representative of the database industry as a whole. Nancy Garman found that many databases, including Business Dateline, UMI's Periodical Abstracts Plustext, and Magazine Index, all accessed by Garman through Dialog, do not link retraction notices to previously indexed articles. 4, 5 Marydee Ojala's research in 1996 showed inconsistencies even in MEDLINE coverage; although the database providers DIALOG and Ovid included a particular retraction notice in their coverage of MEDLINE, LexisNexis's did not. 6 Peter Hernon and Ellen Altman point out that alerts or links to retractions are far from common in most databases. 7 Although these studies were conducted in the mid-to late-1990s and thus reflect database policies and procedures that may have been updated since that time, a more recent controversy revolved around the retraction procedures of Elsevier Science's ScienceDirect database. Elsevier's removal of a Human Immunology article, which was deemed "entirely inappropriate," from the database in 2001 led to an outcry among librarians and other concerned parties. 8, 9 As a result of the debacle, Elsevier revised its withdrawal policy, which now states that Elsevier will not remove articles from its database but, instead, will link retraction notices to original, retracted articles and add a retraction watermark to the PDF article pages. 10 Although plagiarism was not the reason for the withdrawal of the Human Immunology article, it does highlight the issue of concern for maintaining the historical record.
Whose responsibility is it to ensure that retractions or corrections are clearly and easily available to readers? Some recommend that editors read and filter the material appearing in their publications more meticulously.
11 Even reviewers are lauded for their plagiarism-detection abilities, as seen in several cases of plagiarism detection by Library Journal and World Literature Today reviewers. 12, 13 Others recommend that database providers and online publishers set explicit policies for handling retractions and also take advantage of linking capabilities to pull articles and their retractions together.
14 It is still not a perfect system.
As a group, medical librarians seem willing to accept responsibility for alerting their patrons to retracted materials. A 1998 survey by Carole Hughes indicated that 41 percent of academic medical libraries identified and/or labeled retracted publications for their patrons. Hughes stated that "academic medical libraries have a responsibility to inform library users of information regarding retracted publications." 15 Hernon and Altman dealt quite explicitly with the important role librarians can play in mediating between patrons and problematic literature. They have warned librarians not to rely too heavily on database linkages and encouraged them to take an active role in educating their users about misconduct in the literature. 16 As shown in the Elsevier case, the demands of librarians and scholars can compel database providers to adjust their policies.
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Previously published research shows that (1) the scientific, particularly medical, community is taking the lead in ensuring that retraction notices are available to readers, and (2) database coverage of, and linking among, retraction notices and retracted articles was spo y at best, particularly in the 1990s. The authors of this paper ask, then, how is the nonscientific community dealing with corrections and how are databases treating corrections currently?
Methodology
The authors selected one low-profile (Lyne e Holloway) and several high-profile incidents of plagiarism, fabrication, or error in newspaper and magazine articles of different dates. Profiled in the appendix are six writers at four different publications, for whom the authors looked at a total of eight original articles and eight correcting articles. The articles were reviewed between July and September 2003 and again between October 28 and November 6, 2003 , to confirm that the status of the information had not changed.
The selected incidents of misconduct are:
Low Profile: Lyne e Holloway, New York Times (error);
High Profile: Mike Barnicle, Boston Globe (plagiarism); Jayson Blair, New York Times (fabrication) 2 articles; Rick Bragg, New York Times (plagiarism); Janet Cook, Washington Post (fabrication); Stephen Glass, New Republic (fabrication) 2 articles.
Although only a small number of writers and articles were selected for review, it was assumed that well-known incidents would be a reasonable test of how database providers are handling corrections. If providers are not processing the most highly publicized incidents of published misconduct, it is highly • index the article ("original article") and the article that corrected it ("correcting article");
• append the correcting article to the original article (or to the record for the correcting article where only citations and abstracts are available);
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• link the correcting article to the original article (in full-text databases).
The authors also reviewed the Web sites of the newspapers/magazines that carried the original articles to see how the publications themselves were handling circumstances where corrections or retractions were needed.
In addition, the database providers EBSCO, LexisNexis, ProQuest and Thomson/Gale were contacted by e-mail and asked to respond to the following questions:
• Do you have a policy regarding the treatment of articles/documents that are identified as plagiarized, fraudulent, or factually incorrect within your database?
• If so, what is your policy?
• Whose responsibility is it for making readers/database users aware of problematic materials? Table 1 shows that for each of the eight original articles analyzed, eight correcting articles were available, or at the very least indexed, in the publications Boston Globe, New Republic, New York Times, and the Washington Post.
Results
Of the four database providers examined, the authors found that only In contrast, although ProQuest was second in terms of article availability in the database with seven of the eight articles, it did not include any appended correcting articles. EBSCO included six of the eight analyzed articles but also did not append any correcting articles. Thomson/Gale had the least number of articles available, with three of the eight and no appended correcting articles. None of the full-text database providers linked the correcting article to the original article. (See table 5 .)
The responses from the database providers with regard to faulty articles (due to plagiarism, fabrication, or other forms of misconduct) residing on their databases almost uniformly pin the re- sponsibility on the publisher or licensor to handle the situation. With the permission of the database providers, their comments on this ma er are included here: EBSCO: "At EBSCO Publishing, we rely on our full-text publishing partners to initially identify problematic and/or plagiarized content, as EBSCO does not have editorial license to change or remove content at will. In a situation where a publishing partner notifies EBSCO, we work with the partner to remedy the situation (be it complete removal of the full text and/or a note in the bibliographic record) to the satisfaction of the publishing partner."-Bethany Close, Product Manager, Secondary Databases, e-mail message to author, February 5, 2004 LexisNexis: "Unfortunately, we have no way of knowing the veracity of an article. If directed by a publisher to remove, append a correction, or replace a document, we will. We do not to my knowledge alert customers to this and I don't believe a policy exists. We will take our direction from the licensor and look to them for indemnification."-Tiffany Guard, Product Manager, LexisNexis Academic, e-mail message to author, January 15, 2004 ProQuest: "Our policy for the ProQuest databases is to follow the instruction of the publisher in regard to the treatment of articles that are identified as plagiarized, fraudulent, or factually incorrect."-L. Suzanne BeDell, Vice President, Publisher, e-mail message to author, December 19, 2003 T h o m s o n / G a l e : " T h o mson Gale d o e s n o t s u p p o r t p l a g i a r i s m a n d d o e s n o t have control over this unethical behavior. However, we strive to educate our customers, students, and teachers on plagiarism, intellectual property, fair use, copyright, and the consequences of plagiarism."-Kimberly Wilkes, Inside Academic Representative, e-mail message to author, March 4, 2004 Discussion It is apparent even from this small sample of articles that most of the major online database providers are not appending corrections to articles later exposed as containing plagiarism, fabrication, or errors. Of the resources analyzed (EBSCOhost, LexisNexis Academic, ProQuest, and Thomson/Gale Infotrac), only LexisNexis appended corrections, and then inconsistently.
None of the database providers used links for corrections. Although it is true that the structure of a particular database (LexisNexis, for instance) may make static links more difficult to create than appending corrections, it is a shame that the most elemental characteristic of online resources-the ability to link-is so underutilized within the databases themselves.
Criticism one might level at the database providers is undercut to some degree by the fact that some of the publications themselves are doing such a poor job with online corrections. It is unconscionable that the Boston Globe is selling Mike Barnicle's article, "I Was Just Thinking," (appendix, author 1) as it originally apSe ing the Record Straight 141 peared, still not properly crediting George Carlin for the contents (especially because they fired Barnicle over the ma er) and giving the buyer of the plagiarized article no warning about the problems. Similarly, the Washington Post ought to warn buyers before they purchase Janet Cooke's article (appendix, author 4) about the scandal that caused her to lose her Pulitzer prize and not simply put a correction at the top of the already purchased article.
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The database providers might reasonably say: "If the publications don't care, why should we?" There are other circumstances where corrections or links might be appropriate. Here are three examples, which range from reasonably similar to the cases profiled in this study to, admi edly, cases that are very difficult to correct (even in electronic databases):
• September 9, 2001 , New York Times book review of Ambrose's book. In this case, the "correction" is not a reflection on the book reviewer but, rather, on the fact that an article appeared in the same publication (New York Times) correcting the subject of the review (Ambrose's book).
• Brian Walski was fired when the Los Angeles Times learned that a Walski photograph that appeared on the front page on March 31, 2003, was actually a composite of two photos. On April 2, 2003, the Times ran an editor's note along with the doctored photo and the two original photos.
None of the databases included the Walski image (or any of the other images associated with the front page article), although two (Lexis-Nexis Academic and ProQuest Newspapers) included captions for it with no mention of the scandal. In this case, the photo was not reproduced in the databases, so one might say "no harm, no foul." However, there also was no correction for the caption indicating that the photo it referred to had been doctored.
• On April 11, 2003 , CNN Chief News Executive Eason Jordan wrote a New York Times op/ed piece, "The News We Kept to Ourselves," in which he disclosed that for years CNN had not reported atrocities commi ed by the Iraqi government because of fears of reprisals.
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In this case, corrections are moot. Because this is a ma er of omission and not commission, there is nothing to "correct." How many transcripts would need to be "corrected," and what would the corrections say? How many years of transcripts should be linked to a copy of Jordan's admission?
The complexity of these cases (especially CNN's) need not be a deterrent to database providers trying to provide some level of editorial control, however. In budget-constrained times, database providers should consider value-added editorial services to differentiate themselves from their competitors. Resources such as CQ Researcher that are centered on editorially driven topics shine in their treatment of contemporary issues raised by these three cases. If one of the major database providers with contracts to provide full-text partnered with CQ, the authors suspect that many libraries would be interested in the results. As it stands now, Lexis-Nexis Academic clearly has an edge over the other databases considered here simply because it is currently be er (but certainly not perfect) at connecting corrections to the articles it corrects.
Conclusion
Finding reliable materials using online databases is difficult enough for students, especially undergraduates, without having to navigate easily fixed pitfalls. The articles in this study are those most obviously in need of a correction or a link to a correction-articles identified by the publications themselves as being flawed by error, plagiarism, or fabrication. Academic librarians instruct students to carefully evaluate the literature in their campuses' database resources. Unfortunately, it is not practical to expect undergraduate students to routinely search at the level necessary to uncover corrections and retractions nor do librarians commonly have the time to teach those skills. It also is unlikely that a citation index, a la Shepard's, will be developed for news or popular press resources, however valuable it might be. The obvious solution, then, is for database providers to take responsibility for connecting articles and corrections. Where flawed articles and the articles that correct them are both available in a database, at minimum, we should expect the corrections or citations for the corrections to be appended to the erroneous articles or for the original and correcting articles to be linked.
The authors urge publishers and database providers to routinely label and link corrections. As shown in the Elsevier case, the demands of librarians and scholars can compel database producers to adjust their policies. The authors encourage librarians to speak to their database representatives and voice their concerns. The authors have already spoken to theirs.
Notes

APPENDIX
Author 1: Mike Barnicle, Boston Globe, Summer 1998-Plagiarism Barnicle was the Boston Globe's leading columnist (of 25 years) when scandal broke in June/August 1998. Reacting to allegations of fabricated persons and quotes in Barnicle's articles, in June of 1998, the Globe did an extensive investigation of his stories and found no problems. Then in August, Barnicle was found to have plagiarized from a George Carlin book, Brain Droppings, in his August 2nd column.
Article: "I Was Just Thinking," Boston Globe (August 2, 1998). Correcting Article: Mark Jurkowitz, "Globe Asks Barnicle for His Resignation; Cites Misrepresentations by Columnist," Boston Globe (August 6, 1998).
• EBSCOhost: Newspaper Source: Indexing not available for that date.
• Lexis-Nexis Academic: News: Article and correcting article available; no correction appended or link to correcting article (as of October 28, 2003).
• ProQuest: Newspapers: Article and correcting article available; no correction appended or link to correcting article (as of October 28, 2003) .
• Thomson/Gale Infotrac: Custom Newspapers: Publication not indexed.
• Boston Globe Web site: Article and correcting article available. On Thursday, October 23, 2003 , the authors purchased the article from the Globe's online archive. There was no correction and Carlin is not credited in any way, nor is there any mention of the fact that Barnicle was dismissed, in part, because of the article. • EBSCOhost: Newspaper Source (Citation & abstract only): Article (under slightly different title does not include "A Nation at War: The Spouses") and correcting article (under slightly different title does not include "Correcting the Record") both cited; no correction appended or link to citation for correcting article (as of October 28, 2003) .
• Lexis-Nexis Academic: News: Article and correcting article available; appends a correction to this article (refers to the May 11, 2003, article) ; correction appended May 11, 2003. • ProQuest: Newspapers: Article (under slightly different title does not include "A Nation at War: The Spouses") and correcting article (under slightly different title does not include "Correcting the Record") available; no correction appended or link to correcting article (as of October 28, 2003) .
• Thomson/Gale Infotrac: Custom Newspapers: Article and correcting article
